### LEAGUE STANDING SHEET

Results for Week No. 11 of 11  05/09/2018

**Wednesday Keglers - Oberlin College Lanes**

**Bulletin Board**

Congratulations to our season Champions!  C Fire!

---

#### Pos Tm# | Team | Won | Lost | Pct | TotPins | Ave | Gm | Ser
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 2 | C Fire | 13.0 | 7.0 | 65.0 | 8411 | 280 | 375 | 1062
2 | 4 | Livin' on a Spare | 12.0 | 8.0 | 60.0 | 10464 | 317 | 380 | 1052
3 | 6 | Carmen Carmen Carmen | 12.0 | 8.0 | 60.0 | 7702 | 256 | 337 | 965
4 | 1 | Team#1 | 10.0 | 10.0 | 50.0 | 9572 | 290 | 351 | 982
5 | 3 | Queen Pins | 10.0 | 10.0 | 50.0 | 8342 | 252 | 369 | 981
6 | 5 | Team Freckle | 0.0 | 20.0 | 0.0 | 5402 | 300 | 387 | 1058

---

#### Total -YTD-Scr- | Name | Pins | Gms | Ave | HcpGam | Ser
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Tm 1 Team#1 | Hunter Bleeden | 4870 | 33 | 147 | 83 | 193 | 481
| Andre Campbell | 4105 | 30 | 136 | 94 | 173 | 477
Tm 2 C Fire | Charlie Tiedemann | 2299 | 21 | 109 | 121 | 140 | 357
| Christian Fioretti | 3850 | 30 | 128 | 102 | 160 | 450
Tm 3 Queen Pins | Brook Escobedo | 4376 | 33 | 132 | 68 | 187 | 490
| Eboni Johnson | 1446 | 15 | 96 | 104 | 122 | 324
| Manuel Carballo | 334 | 3 | 111 | 119 | 130 | 334
| Laura Krupelak | 305 | 3 | 101 | 99 | 121 | 305
Tm 4 Livin' on a Spare | Tyler Buga | 3949 | 24 | 164 | 66 | 204 | 549
| Austin Buga | 5144 | 33 | 155 | 75 | 203 | 547
Tm 5 Team Freckle | Brice Wilson | 2531 | 12 | 210 | 20 | 242 | 677
| Aurora Wilson | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0
| Jack Lesniak | 1032 | 6 | 172 | 58 | 210 | 610
Tm 6 Carmen Carmen Carmen | Carmen Wolcott | 2572 | 30 | 85 | 115 | 137 | 324
| Vacancy Woman | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

---

#### High Scr Game | Score | High Hcp Game | Score | High Scr Series | Score | High Hcp Series | Score
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Jack Lesniak | 210 | Tyler Buga | 285 | Jack Lesniak | 610 | Tyler Buga | 819
Tyler Buga | 204 | Andre Campbell | 281 | Tyler Buga | 549 | Andre Campbell | 801
Austin Buga | 203 | Brice Wilson | 280 | Austin Buga | 547 | Brice Wilson | 767
Hunter Bleeden | 183 | Hunter Bleeden | 277 | Brook Escobedo | 490 | Christian Fioretti | 759
Brook Escobedo | 187 | Austin Buga | 267 | Hunter Bleeden | 481 | Austin Buga | 754
Andre Campbell | 173 | Charlie Tiedemann | 264 | Andre Campbell | 477 | Hunter Bleeden | 739
Christian Fioretti | 160 | Christian Fioretti | 253 | Christian Fioretti | 450 | Charlie Tiedemann | 729
Charlie Tiedemann | 140 | Brook Escobedo | 258 | Charlie Tiedemann | 357 | Brook Escobedo | 703
Carmen Wolcott | 137 | Carmen Wolcott | 256 | Manuel Carballo | 334 | Manuel Carballo | 691

---

#### Last Week's High Scores (Week of 05/09/2018)

| High Scr Game | Score | High Hcp Game | Score | High Scr Series | Score | High Hcp Series | Score
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Jack Lesniak | 210 | Jack Lesniak | 300 | Jack Lesniak | 610 | Jack Lesniak | 880
Hunter Bleeden | 193 | Hunter Bleeden | 277 | Hunter Bleeden | 515 | Austin Buga | 743
Austin Buga | 188 | Austin Buga | 294 | Tyler Buga | 466 | Andre Campbell | 729
Tyler Buga | 167 | Andre Campbell | 252 | Hunter Bleeden | 463 | Hunter Bleeden | 715
Andre Campbell | 157 | Christian Fioretti | 242 | Andre Campbell | 444 | Tyler Buga | 661

---
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